National Train Day
Chantilly Library
May 16, 2015
We had a very successful show on Saturday May 16th. Trackmaster John Masiyoski was away on
business travel and Joe Helsing stood in for him. We had a good setup session on Friday the 15th.
Rick Eudy brought the Krash1 trailer to the library for us and we started unloading around 3pm.
Everyone pitched in setting up 12 modules, the large radius corners and the power cabinet. Setup
went quite well and the green continuity light was on immediately. We ran a train at about 6:20pm.
Show participants were:
Jim Mcdermott

Nik Masiyoski

Jake Evans

Bob Easton

Joe LoCascio

David Malmquist

Joe Helsing

Russel Ehrenworth (setup/takedown)

Terrific help was provided by Nik and Sabrina Masiyoski
by providing donuts, coffee, sodas, water and snacks.
They even brought in lunch for us which was several
“meat-lovers” pizzas. Nik brought 3 modules to fill out the
layout. We are grateful to them.
The only trouble we had was that we were not able to operate the programming track in the power cabinet. Bob
had tried to program a couple of MTH DCS engines which
was unsuccessful.
We ran trains on 3 tracks continuously from 10am ‘till
5pm using conventional, DCS, Legacy and TMCC. David
Nik and Sabrina
had much fun running his post-war locomotives. Russell enjoyed running his trains and large collection of freight cars. Joe had fun with his large EM-1 engine a
collection of box cars.
We had medium sized crowds with many children. The Fairfax
County Library management was pleased with our display.
The tear-down phase went very efficiently. We got the corners,
power cabinet, and all other equipment loaded in the trailer
easily by 6pm and ready for Rick to pick up. A great deal of
thanks goes to Rick for providing the trailer and picking it up.
Rick did much work in removing equipment from the trailer for
his Fredericksburg show, hauling this equipment to Fredericksburg, and then returning to the library to pick up Krash1.

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the participants,
Joe
(See photos on next page)
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